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Key switch model
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source: http://www.keyboardco.com/blog/index.php/2012/12/an-introduction-to-cherry-mx-mechanical-switches/ 

http://www.keyboardco.com/blog/index.php/2012/12/an-introduction-to-cherry-mx-mechanical-switches/
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Haptic Feedback generation  
based on FD-graph (Kim and Lee 2013)
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* Kim S, Lee G. Haptic feedback design for a virtual button along force-displacement curves. UIST 2013
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Figure 4. NEUROMECHANIC is a computational model of neuromechanics in button-pressing. It implements a probabilistic internal model (Gaussian
process regression) that attempts to minimize error between its expected and perceived button activation. Its motor commands are transferred via a
noisy and delayed neural channel to muscles controlling the finger. A physical simulation of the finger acting on the button yields four types of sensory
signals that are integrated into a single percept (p-center) by means of a maximum likelihood estimator.

NEUROMECHANIC: A COMPUTATIONAL MODEL
NEUROMECHANIC implements these ideas computationally. It
consists of two connected sub-models (Figure 4).

The physical system simulator takes as input a continuous
activation signal sent to agonist and antagonist muscles. The
muscles act on a model of the bone moving up/down. The me-
chanics of three main types of button design can be modeled:
push-buttons (any continuous force curve), touch buttons and
pads, and mid-air buttons. The physical simulation yields con-
tinuous kinematics, dynamics, and sensory signals for proprio-
ception (fingertip displacement), tactition (pulp compression),
vision (light on display), and audition (beep sound).

The motor controller is a Bayesian optimizer using a Gaus-
sian process (GP) regression model initiated with a uniform
prior. The model maps motor command parameters to error
in its perceptual estimate. It is used to compute an activa-
tion command sent to the finger muscles. It also computes
an expectation for the resulting sensation: the integrated per-
cept (expected p-center). The expected p-center is compared
against the observed p-center, which is formed from resulting
sensory feedback signals by means of cue integration. The
internal model is updated to sample a better motor command.

Operation and Outputs
Operation of the model is split into two parts: training and
testing. In training, the optimizer learns the best motor com-
mand with a given button. Repeated attempts to activate the
button (here: 10) are given in one learning trial to estimate the
objective score.

After training, the best command is tested repeatedly to obtain
statistical distributions for output variables. Dynamics and
kinematics can be investigated, such as velocities and pulp
compressions over time. Task-level metrics include (1) the
probability of activating the button and (2) indices of percep-
tual accuracy and precision. Perceptual precision can be used
in estimating error rates in task that require temporal precision.

Objective Function
A motor command q sent to the finger muscles consists of
three parameters:

q = {µA+,tA+,sA+} (1)

with signal offset µ , signal amplitude t , and duration s of the
agonist (A+) muscle. We have set physiologically plausible
extrema (min and max) for the activation parameters.

The objective is to determine q that minimizes error:

min
q

EP(q)+EA(q)+EC(q) (2)

where EP is error in predicting perception, EA is error in ac-
tivating the button, and EC is error in making contact (button
cap not touched). We assume that activation and contact errors
are trivial to perceive. Therefore, EA and EC are binary: 1
in the case of error and 0 otherwise. Perceptual error EP is
defined as distance (in time) between expected p-center pce
and observed p-center pco:

EP = |pce � pco| (3)

The computation of pco is given below.

MODELING TASK OBJECTIVES WITH A WEIGHING FUNCTION To
prevent NEUROMECHANIC pushing the button with unrealis-
tically high force, which would in reality cause fatigue and
stress, we introduce a controllable ergonomics (or effort) term
to the objective. Adding tuning factors, the objective becomes:

min
q

wEP EP(q)+wEAEA(q)+wEC EC(q)+wFM FM(q) (4)

where FM is muscle force expenditure from the Hill muscle
model (see below) and wi are tuning factors. By changing the
weights, the model can simulate, for example, a user trading
off effort versus temporal precision, or a user not caring about
temporal precision but only about activating the button.
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This paper is: A new theory of input
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Model overview
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Figure 4. NEUROMECHANIC is a computational model of neuromechanics in button-pressing. It implements a probabilistic internal model (Gaussian
process regression) that attempts to minimize error between its expected and perceived button activation. Its motor commands are transferred via a
noisy and delayed neural channel to muscles controlling the finger. A physical simulation of the finger acting on the button yields four types of sensory
signals that are integrated into a single percept (p-center) by means of a maximum likelihood estimator.

NEUROMECHANIC: A COMPUTATIONAL MODEL
NEUROMECHANIC implements these ideas computationally. It
consists of two connected sub-models (Figure 4).

The physical system simulator takes as input a continuous
activation signal sent to agonist and antagonist muscles. The
muscles act on a model of the bone moving up/down. The me-
chanics of three main types of button design can be modeled:
push-buttons (any continuous force curve), touch buttons and
pads, and mid-air buttons. The physical simulation yields con-
tinuous kinematics, dynamics, and sensory signals for proprio-
ception (fingertip displacement), tactition (pulp compression),
vision (light on display), and audition (beep sound).

The motor controller is a Bayesian optimizer using a Gaus-
sian process (GP) regression model initiated with a uniform
prior. The model maps motor command parameters to error
in its perceptual estimate. It is used to compute an activa-
tion command sent to the finger muscles. It also computes
an expectation for the resulting sensation: the integrated per-
cept (expected p-center). The expected p-center is compared
against the observed p-center, which is formed from resulting
sensory feedback signals by means of cue integration. The
internal model is updated to sample a better motor command.

Operation and Outputs
Operation of the model is split into two parts: training and
testing. In training, the optimizer learns the best motor com-
mand with a given button. Repeated attempts to activate the
button (here: 10) are given in one learning trial to estimate the
objective score.

After training, the best command is tested repeatedly to obtain
statistical distributions for output variables. Dynamics and
kinematics can be investigated, such as velocities and pulp
compressions over time. Task-level metrics include (1) the
probability of activating the button and (2) indices of percep-
tual accuracy and precision. Perceptual precision can be used
in estimating error rates in task that require temporal precision.

Objective Function
A motor command q sent to the finger muscles consists of
three parameters:

q = {µA+,tA+,sA+} (1)

with signal offset µ , signal amplitude t , and duration s of the
agonist (A+) muscle. We have set physiologically plausible
extrema (min and max) for the activation parameters.

The objective is to determine q that minimizes error:

min
q

EP(q)+EA(q)+EC(q) (2)

where EP is error in predicting perception, EA is error in ac-
tivating the button, and EC is error in making contact (button
cap not touched). We assume that activation and contact errors
are trivial to perceive. Therefore, EA and EC are binary: 1
in the case of error and 0 otherwise. Perceptual error EP is
defined as distance (in time) between expected p-center pce
and observed p-center pco:

EP = |pce � pco| (3)

The computation of pco is given below.

MODELING TASK OBJECTIVES WITH A WEIGHING FUNCTION To
prevent NEUROMECHANIC pushing the button with unrealis-
tically high force, which would in reality cause fatigue and
stress, we introduce a controllable ergonomics (or effort) term
to the objective. Adding tuning factors, the objective becomes:

min
q

wEP EP(q)+wEAEA(q)+wEC EC(q)+wFM FM(q) (4)

where FM is muscle force expenditure from the Hill muscle
model (see below) and wi are tuning factors. By changing the
weights, the model can simulate, for example, a user trading
off effort versus temporal precision, or a user not caring about
temporal precision but only about activating the button.
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Mechanics simulation
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Sensory Integration
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Perceptual control
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Perceptual error
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Probabilistic internal model
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Parameters

• Free parameter: 
- F-D curve of a button 
- Objective function 
  (precision and effort)


• Model parameters: 
- Muscle 
- Fingertip 
- Button 
- Neuromechanic noise 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Table 1. Model parameters. Button parameters here given for physical
buttons. Task parameters (e.g., finger starting height) are given in text.
f denotes function
Variable Description Value, Unit Ref.
fr Radius of finger cone 7.0 mm
fw Length of finger 60 mm
r f Density of finger 985 kg/m3

c f Damping of finger pulp 1.5 N·s/m [64]
k f Stiffness of finger pulp f , N/m [65]
wb Width of key cap 14 mm
db Depth of key cap 10 mm
rb Density of key cap 700 kg/m3

cb Damping of button 0.1 N·s/m
ks Elasticity of muscle 0.8·PCSA [38]
kd Elasticity of muscle 0.1·ks [38]
kc Damping of muscle 6 N·s/m [38]
PCSA Phys. cross-sectional area 4 cm2

L0ag, L0an Initial muscle length 300 mm
sn Neuromuscular noise 5 ·10�2

sm Mechanoreception noise 1 ·10�8

sp Proprioception noise 8 ·10�7

sa Sound and audition noise 5 ·10�4

sv Display and vision noise 2 ·10�2

system. We have set these parameters manually in order to
reproduce certain basic effects: Neuromuscular noise, which
reflects the joint additive contribution of neural and muscular
noise, was set manually to a low, conservative value. Noise
values for mechanoreception and proprioception were set to
reflect the finding that proprioceptive signal has less resolution
and slower response than tactile sensation [28]. Parameters for
audition and vision are jointly determined by the latency of
the computer mediating the feedback signals and the sensory
systems. The former can be measured [12], but the latter has
to be estimated. In this paper, we have set them to correspond
to a finding, according to which the auditory modality is faster
and more reliable than the visual [3]. Noise is lower for audi-
tion also because auditory feedback can be produced both by
the button (’click’) and the computer.

Bayesian Optimization
The system includes also hyper-parameters of the BO. The
exploration ratio was set to 0.2. We use expected improvement
(EI) for the acquisition function in BAYESOPT. It tries to
maximize the expected improvement over the current best.
Objective weights wi can be set to represent a user’s objectives.
In our simulations, unless otherwise stated, we kept other w at
1.0, but set the ergonomics (effort) factor wFM to 0.33.

TRAINING Each trial includes 10 button-press attempts repeated
with the same motor command. Objective score is computed
as an average over all ten attempts. In all simulations reported
on in this paper, total learning time was set to 10 minutes
(wall-clock time on a Macbook Pro 2.8 GHz i7).

TESTING After training, 100 repeated independent press at-
tempts are provided on the same button. Final measures are
computed from this data.

Figure 7. Data collection on press kinematics: A single-subject study.
High-fidelity optical motion tracking was used to track a marker on
the finger nail. A custom-made single-button setup was created using
switches and key caps from commercial keyboards.

SIMULATIONS: COMPARING BUTTON DESIGNS
We investigated NEUROMECHANIC in a series of simulations
addressing four button types: tactile, linear, touch, and mid-air.
The tactile button type is one of the most commonly used
in commercial keyboards. The linear type is a challenging
case, because the only difference is the ’tactile bump’. Touch
buttons, on the other hand, are common and generally consid-
ered worse than physical button. Mid-air buttons, on the other
hand, lack mechanoreceptive feedback entirely and rely on
proprioceptive feedback.

We inspect predictions for displacement–velocity curves,
force–displacement curves, muscle forces, as well as task-
level measures (perceptual error and button activation timing).
Two main types of evidence are considered: (1) quantitative
comparison against kinematics profiles of a human participant
and (2) qualitative comparison against significant differences
reported in literature [1, 9, 13, 26, 33, 37, 40, 41, 47, 54, 61].

Besides the physically measured parameters of buttons, and
objective weights (wi), used to explore users’ button-pressing
strategies, all parameters were fixed as described above.

Button Modeling
To obtain realistic force–displacement (FD) curves for the
simulation, we measured several mechanical buttons with a
custom-made instrument. A stepper motor rotates a precision
lead screw to move a stage. The stage has a load cell to press
a button. It yields a list of displacement–force pairs (at 20 µm
resolution) obtained during pressing and releasing a button.
The apparatus is similar to [45].

Four buttons were modeled:

• Linear push-button: Force curve adopted from a Cherry
MX Black switch.

• Tactile push-button: Force curve adopted from a Cherry
MX Blue switch.

• Touch button: Activation at contact with surface.
• Mid-air button: Contactless activation at 3 cm below finger

starting height.

In the case of tactile and linear buttons, the finger was assumed
to start on top of the key (1 mm std). In the case of touch and
mid-air buttons, finger starting height was set at 3 cm from
surface (std 7 mm)[24].

Kinematics Ground Truth: a Single-Subject Study
To be able to compare simulated kinematics to human per-
formance on the four buttons, motion tracking data on finger

7
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Simulation Workbench
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Offer it a button! 
It will learn to 
press it like 

humans
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10x slower 
one button press 
= approx. 100 ms
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Traditional Activation
• Role of a button 
→ Registering an activation at the intended timing


• Traditional button activates during its downstroke.
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• Impact Activation 
→ registration at bottom-out point.

Impact Activation
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Benefits of Impact Activation
• Button registration is activated at the point corresponding with the strongest 

mechanoreceptive stimulation.


• When perceived timing matches with the stronger sensation, users should be better 
able to calibrate their responses with the displayed stimulus [Oulasvirta 2018]
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Ref) Oulasvirta, Antti, Sunjun Kim, and Byungjoo Lee. "Neuromechanics of a Button Press." Proceedings of the 36th Annual ACM Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI’18)
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Close your eyes 
and tap to the rhythm
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* 10x slower

Target Zone (50 ms)

Key activation

Traditional Activation
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* 10x slower
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IA Results: 
• Compare to Traditional,

• more accurate and precise button 

press timing
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Boxer
Byungjoo Lee, Qiao Deng, Eve Hoggen, Antti Oulasvirta


ICMI 2017
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Temporal Pointing
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Applications with  
Frequent Temporal Pointing

Games Music
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ztLEiNpE5PQ
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Model overview
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Validation Studies
• 1D Moving Target Selection Task  

(18 Participants)

<0.5 ms accuracy (mean error) 

<1.5 ms precision (standard deviation).



Validation Studies
• Flappy Bird (Reanalysis of CHI’16 Study)



Validation Studies
• Cake Tower (18 Participants)
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Figure 4. NEUROMECHANIC is a computational model of neuromechanics in button-pressing. It implements a probabilistic internal model (Gaussian
process regression) that attempts to minimize error between its expected and perceived button activation. Its motor commands are transferred via a
noisy and delayed neural channel to muscles controlling the finger. A physical simulation of the finger acting on the button yields four types of sensory
signals that are integrated into a single percept (p-center) by means of a maximum likelihood estimator.

NEUROMECHANIC: A COMPUTATIONAL MODEL
NEUROMECHANIC implements these ideas computationally. It
consists of two connected sub-models (Figure 4).

The physical system simulator takes as input a continuous
activation signal sent to agonist and antagonist muscles. The
muscles act on a model of the bone moving up/down. The me-
chanics of three main types of button design can be modeled:
push-buttons (any continuous force curve), touch buttons and
pads, and mid-air buttons. The physical simulation yields con-
tinuous kinematics, dynamics, and sensory signals for proprio-
ception (fingertip displacement), tactition (pulp compression),
vision (light on display), and audition (beep sound).

The motor controller is a Bayesian optimizer using a Gaus-
sian process (GP) regression model initiated with a uniform
prior. The model maps motor command parameters to error
in its perceptual estimate. It is used to compute an activa-
tion command sent to the finger muscles. It also computes
an expectation for the resulting sensation: the integrated per-
cept (expected p-center). The expected p-center is compared
against the observed p-center, which is formed from resulting
sensory feedback signals by means of cue integration. The
internal model is updated to sample a better motor command.

Operation and Outputs
Operation of the model is split into two parts: training and
testing. In training, the optimizer learns the best motor com-
mand with a given button. Repeated attempts to activate the
button (here: 10) are given in one learning trial to estimate the
objective score.

After training, the best command is tested repeatedly to obtain
statistical distributions for output variables. Dynamics and
kinematics can be investigated, such as velocities and pulp
compressions over time. Task-level metrics include (1) the
probability of activating the button and (2) indices of percep-
tual accuracy and precision. Perceptual precision can be used
in estimating error rates in task that require temporal precision.

Objective Function
A motor command q sent to the finger muscles consists of
three parameters:

q = {µA+,tA+,sA+} (1)

with signal offset µ , signal amplitude t , and duration s of the
agonist (A+) muscle. We have set physiologically plausible
extrema (min and max) for the activation parameters.

The objective is to determine q that minimizes error:

min
q

EP(q)+EA(q)+EC(q) (2)

where EP is error in predicting perception, EA is error in ac-
tivating the button, and EC is error in making contact (button
cap not touched). We assume that activation and contact errors
are trivial to perceive. Therefore, EA and EC are binary: 1
in the case of error and 0 otherwise. Perceptual error EP is
defined as distance (in time) between expected p-center pce
and observed p-center pco:

EP = |pce � pco| (3)

The computation of pco is given below.

MODELING TASK OBJECTIVES WITH A WEIGHING FUNCTION To
prevent NEUROMECHANIC pushing the button with unrealis-
tically high force, which would in reality cause fatigue and
stress, we introduce a controllable ergonomics (or effort) term
to the objective. Adding tuning factors, the objective becomes:

min
q

wEP EP(q)+wEAEA(q)+wEC EC(q)+wFM FM(q) (4)

where FM is muscle force expenditure from the Hill muscle
model (see below) and wi are tuning factors. By changing the
weights, the model can simulate, for example, a user trading
off effort versus temporal precision, or a user not caring about
temporal precision but only about activating the button.
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